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9844 CloudCleaver
Quest Fix Quests MMH 68-5404 Monica21 2009-05-12

This is a fix for the Cloudcleaver quest that allows you to side
with Sosia Caristiana and complete the quest as opposed to

Hlormar Wine-Sot.

7220 Shield Placer Gameplay MMH 37-2798 Monica21 2009-04-24

This mod allows shields to be placed on walls, fireplaces, non-
swinging doors, wherever, and stay that way. Simply drop the
shield in front of you, click on it, and follow the instructions.
The script can also be used for any item in Morrowind that is

able to be picked up, such as weapons a...

6819 New Rethan
Manor v2.0 Factions MMH 35-4907 Monica21 2009-05-12

This mod creates a much more spacious Hlaalu stronghold.
 The large first floor includes a reading area, fireplace, dining

area, labeled alchemy jars and Master's Retort, Alembic,
Calcinator, Mortar and Pestle, as well as ample storage space.

 Tables are provided for display, and as fiv...

4309 Hasphat's Books
1.0 Books MMH 11-5834 Monica21 2011-10-07

I was always bothered by Hasphat Antabolis' suggestion that
you purchase four books about the Nerevarine from Dorisa

Darvel, but she doesn't have them available to sell. This simply
places them in-game, so you can buy them. Adds the following

books to Dorisa Darvel's collection -...

708 Buyable Ghorak
Manor v3.1 Houses MMH 44-5870 Monica21 2011-10-08

The owners of Ghorak Manor have a For Sale sign in the yard.
Read the sign on the front door, and speak with Daran Atard in
Shenk's Shovel to purchase the manor. The interior has been
completely redecorated, and the basement is now accessible

through a door in the dining room. The mano...

707 Buyable Ghorak
Manor v2.0 Houses MMH 44-3355 Monica21 2009-05-12

The owners of Ghorak Manor have a For Sale sign in the yard.
 Read the sign on the front door, and speak with Daran Atard in
Shenk's Shovel to purchase the manor.  The interior has been

completely redecorated, and a previously "hidden" basement is
now accessible through a trap door in t...

706 Buyable Ghorak
Manor v1.0 Houses MMH 44-3504 Monica21 2009-05-12

The owners of Ghorak Manor have a For Sale sign in the yard.
Read the sign on the front door, and speak with Daran Atard in
Shenk's Shovel to purchase the manor. The interior has been
completely redecorated, and a previously "hidden" basement

with a trapdoor in the dining area is now accessible.<...


